Michael Scott
1984 N. Main St. #202
Los Angeles, CA 90031
(818)-694-0043
photomikee@yahoo.com

Portfolio can be seen at www.digitalmatrixphoto.com
Objective : Looking for a position in which I can apply my skills as a
Photographer, Digital Tech, Photo Assistant, and Retoucher.

Skills & Experience :
Over 12 years experience working in the photographic industry. For the last 9 years
I have been working for Earl Miller Photography as a photographer, assistant,
webmaster, retoucher and overall jack of all trades.
My responsibilities included:
! Shooting 1-2 photoshoots each week, conceptualizing, creating the sets,
wardrobing the models, and producing the images. My work has been published in
almost every major mens magazine and on various websites.
! All post production work including editing, organizing and entry into our
company database, and then sending images to the various magazine editors we
dealt with (over 27 different publications)
! Webmaster for 3 websites that we ran. Duties included scheduling and uploading
content for sites, Creating web edits and retouching and watermarking all
images (200-300 images per week), Sending out mailings to customers and
affiliates, Creating and updating website graphics and tour pages, answering
customer emails and generally taking care of any issues that arose involving
the websites.
! Digital Technician. Was basically responsible for ushering Earl Miller
Photography from film into the digital age and then keeping up with the latest
camera technologies and software. I also was responsible for the office
network and computers, troubleshooting and, installing the newest software
and hardware. I built the Company database/records system from scratch. The
database tracked all submissions and sales, image usage, website usage,
copyright information, set library, cd/dvd libraries, video libraries, and 2257
information. It printed cover letters, invoices, cd labels and had a thousand
other functions for the successful management of the company.
! Retoucher. Besides retouching all images for the websites, I was also
responsible for retouching all images for Print that needed to go out to
various editors, or book publishers including custom digital creations and
graphics. Over the years I have retouched images for a wide variety of
photographers for use on websites, print, posters, and even did the retouching
and printing of some very notable photographers portfolios. References
available upon request.

I have worked extensively in both studio and on location. I am familiar with a wide
variety of lighting equipment including Profoto, Broncolor, Norman, Speedotron,
Elinchrom, Dyna-lite, HMI lighting, Tungsten lighting, even some obscure brands of
European lighting equipment while shooting in Europe.
I am familiar with Nikon, canon, hasselblad, mamiya, Cambo, and Sinar Cameras.
I have extensive knowledge of a wide range of computer software, including Photoshop,
Dreamweaver, Filemaker Pro, Final cut Pro, Flash, Various digital capture programs,
Ftp programs, Too many programs to list. I am a mac guy. I can run any of these
programs on a PC, But if you need a network kept up to date and running, I don’t have
enough experience with PCs to feel comfortable troubleshooting them.

EDUCATION :
Rochester Institue Of Technology, Rochester N.Y.
- BFA in Professional Photographic Illustration. GPA 3.95, Summa Cum Laude, 1999

Manchester Institute of Arts & Sciences, Manchester N.H.
- Certificate in Photography. GPA 4.0 1995

Scholastic Awards
-

Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Nathaniel Rochester Honor Society Scholarship
Gold Key Honor Society Member
Thomas Cleary Scholarship
Chapmann Scholarship
Francis Mclarkin Scholarship

